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Abstract: WissKI is a software which allows researchers to record data about objects
of the cultural heritage in a graph database backed by a formal ontology. It acts as a
database for researchers to store their results via a web interface, and nearly automat-
ically makes data FAIR, linked and open. To install the WissKI software a nontrivial
amount of effort is required and typically requires help from a system administrator.
To make it easier to access WissKI and data stored within this paper introduces the
WissKI Viewer, which enables researchers to directly inspect a WissKI Backup on their
own computer, without additional help.
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FAIR [1] is an acronym defined as Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable.
It is a desired quality of research data, and is self-explanatory. Findable means that
data can be identified, and is well-described with appropriate metadata. Accessible
means that data can be accessed, and does not require custom authentication or au-
thorization schemes. Interoperable means that data uses common data formats, and
is machine-readable. Reusable means that data can be reused, and is not limited to
the original purpose it was created or collected for.

Linked Open Data is an orthogonal concept to FAIR meaning data both open and
linked. Open means being available under an Open Source license. Linked means
being interlinked and accessible using semantic queries.

A Triplestore, also known as a graph database, consists of (subject, predicate, object)
triples describing objects and their properties. Triples correspond to edges in a labeled,
directed graph. The subject is the source node, the object the sink node, and the
predicate the label.

Most common triplestore implementations are based on RDF [2], and can be queried
using SparQL [3]. SparQL is ideal for enabling linked data, as it provides a formal query
language. It allows provides facilities more making data linked and open using so-called
federated queries.

Drupal [4] is an extensible open source content-management system written in a pro-
gramming language called PHP. It is available via a web interface, and enables users
to create and manage content on their website. The backend of Drupal is powered by
an SQL database.
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WissKI [5], [6] is a system which allows researchers to record data about objects
of the cultural heritage in a graph database backed by a formal ontology. The WissKI
interface provides three main functionalities.

• An administrative interface where a formal ontology can be defined and edited,
• An edit interface where database entries can be added and edited without the

need to entirely understand the formal ontology, and
• A public-facing browsing interface that allows browsing the database.

For any particular research project, the WissKI software first has to be installed on
a server accessible for the desired users. It then has to be extended in order to fit the
projects needs. Such a WissKI-based system consists of several components which
can be seen in Figure 1. They are implemented as a set of extensions (called modules)
to the content management system Drupal and accessible to users via a web interface.

Drupal Core The Drupal Core represents an installation of the Drupal content man-
agement system. It handles authentication and manages different display options
for content.

SQL Database Required by Drupal in order to store authentication and presentation
configuration data. It also acts as a cache.

WissKI modules The WissKI modules run inside of drupal and implement the main
functionality of WissKI.

Triplestore Data entered by WissKI users – the research result – is stored inside a
triplestore.

Drupal Core

SQL Database

WissKI

Triplestore

Figure 1. Overview of a WissKI-based system

In order for a WissKI-based system to function properly, each of these components
requires separate configuration. This makes it difficult to set up and maintain - typi-
cally a system administrator with significant expertise is required. Furthermore, once
a research project has ended and funding has run out it quickly ends up in an unus-
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able state or is shutdown entirely. Only the research result – the data in the triplestore
– survives this shutdown. Information regarding how data in the database should be
interpreted by users - such as formatting - does not survive.

A long term goal should be to avoid such a shutdown by improving the maintainability
and usability of the WissKI software itself. But this alone is insufficient to fully address
the problem – providing a shared interface to view, edit and manage a dataset has in-
herit complexity and comes with maintenance implications. Instead the WissKI Viewer
takes a different approach - it is a software that only aims at making WissKI datasets
viewable. This is sufficient to ensure that the research result remains viable after a
project ends.

The WissKI viewer runs directly on a researchers computer and does not require
any systems knowledge in order to function. It directly provides the researcher with an
interface to view any database entries created in the originating system. The WissKI
Viewer is written in go and available at [7]. It is distributed as a standalone application,
and a screenshot of the viewer interface can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 2. A database entry about a painting displayed in the WissKI Viewer.

The viewer takes as input the surviving graph data from the triplestore as well as a
configuration file containing the ontology used. Upon startup, it first loads the graph
data into memory, and then repeatedly scans it according to the ontology used to re-
cover the original entries. Depending on the exact size of the dataset, this process can
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take a few seconds (for datasets consisting of a few thousand triples) to a few minutes
(for datasets consisting of several million triples).

Compared to WissKI itself, the viewer does not rely on any external databases. This
makes it ideal to ensure that WissKI-produced datasets remain accessible after the
original system that produced them has been retired.
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